Can You Tell the Difference?
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You are on a hike in the woods.
You’re surrounded by tall trees with
bright green leaves. All around you,
insects are at work. You grab a peach
from your backpack and take a juicy
bite. Soon, a bee lands on your peach.
Wait. It could be a wasp. You swat the
shiny insect away. Uh-oh! The bug is
no longer interested in your peach.
It’s flying straight at you. You’d better
drop the peach and run!
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At first, it can be hard to tell them

A Lot in Common
Bees and wasps have a lot in
common. They’re both winged insects

apart. But bees and wasps do have
		

their differences. Read on

		

to learn about them.

that often have yellow stripes. Bees
and wasps live all around the world.
And they both dislike being swatted.
(Who doesn’t?)

There are about 20,000
known species of bees.
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There are about 30,000
known species of wasps.
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Bees and wasps have many different
traits. For example, their bodies are
different. Bees have round, hairy
bodies. They use their hair to collect
pollen from flowers. Wasp bodies are

wasp

slim and smooth. Their bodies aren’t
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nearly as hairy. They’re usually a bit
shiny too.
Bees ca
rry
pollen fr
om flowe
r
to flowe
r. This
pollinatio
n helps
the plant
s
make se
eds.
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